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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone, my name is Rachel Micander and I am an Analyst in GIS and Cartography at the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology. Today I will be sharing the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology’s open data site and some of the information behind the compilation. 



What is Open Data?

• Data that can be freely used and re-used by 
anyone

• The ESRI Open Data platform makes it easy for 
users to share data

• Allows users to search these datasets and 
extract/download as needed
• Shapefile, KML, or spreadsheet
• All datasets can be filtered by some attributes

• Provides a location to share web applications, story 
maps, and other resources
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what is open data? It is data that can be freely used and re-used by anyone. The ESRI open data platform enables users to easily share their GIS datasets. Open data allows users to search these datasets and download files as needed. Files can be downloaded as a shapefile, KML, or spreadsheet and all datasets can be filtered by some attributes.It also provides a location to share web applications, story maps, videos, and external resources.



NBMG Open Data Tour
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start off by taking a quick tour of our open data site. For those than don’t know, the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology (NBMG) is a research and public service unit of the University of Nevada and is the state geological survey. NBMG is part of the Mackay School of Earth Sciences and Engineering within the College of Science at the University of Nevada, Reno. NBMG scientists conduct research and publish reports on mineral resources, engineering geology, environmental geology, hydrogeology, and geologic mapping.The NBMG open data site was implemented in the summer of 2017 and hosts a variety of scientific data layers and resources. This open data site is catered towards scientific research and providing users access to publicly available free datasets. Let’s take a quick tour of the NBMG open data site, pages, and data.

https://data-nbmg.opendata.arcgis.com/
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• Creation of map and data services are an 
important part of NBMG modernization. 

• Many datasets are freely available
• There is a need to make our data more 

easily accessible
• Share our data

• Make it easy to discover and download.
• For both non-GIS and GIS users. 

• This includes web applications and datasets.

Data Goals:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since creation of map and data services are an important part of NBMG modernization, many datasets were already freely available, but were not easily searchable or accessible prior to launching our open data site. Much of our data was scattered in different portions of our website - we recognized the need to create a centralized location for our publicly available data. We also wanted to be able to share our data and make it easy to discover and download for both non-GIS and GIS users alike. As the state geological survey, we want to engage stakeholders, government entities, students, and the public.  



Why is it useful?
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• Makes our free data more discoverable
• Separate from paid GIS files 
• Enables the sharing of NBMG data 

across platforms and agencies/public
• Provides a central location for 

searching NBMG data and finding 
other resources
• Web applications
• Publications
• Other digital products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is open data useful? Well, for one, it helps make our free data more discoverable.It is separate from our paid GIS files which are available from our publication sales office online shopping cart. It also enables the sharing of NBMG data across platforms and between different agencies and the public.And it provides a central location for searching NBMG data and finding other resources including: web applications, publications, and many other digital productsIt has allowed us to go from a somewhat cluttered and information heavy website format shown in the top image, to a more streamlined, easy to use platform for discovering data shown here in the bottom image. 



Challenges
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• Organization and Clean-up
• Shapefile/service organization
• Categorization
• Which datasets should be included?

• Metadata
• Adding tags, keywords, and descriptions 

to each dataset
• In our services and ArcGIS online

• Makes it easy to credit datasets

• Copyright, Creative Commons, and 
Disclaimers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the challenges we encountered in developing the NBMG open data site included data organization and clean-up. Before creating an open data page, we had to organize and clean up our data to make is easily discoverable. This included organizing the data on the back end as well as determining how best to categorize it on the front end. This was a long and involved process – much of it had been completed in previous server migrations, but a large amount still had to be done prior to launching the open data page. For metadata: before publishing our services we had to make sure the metadata was sufficient and tagged appropriately. Many of these datasets had been created at one point or another without metadata. Current metadata was added to each of the services and to ArcGIS online. This process made it much easier to credit datasets.We also needed to address disclaimers and copyright statements. This was one of the more challenging items on the to-do list since we had to work with several other people within the Bureau and at the University in order to come up with an appropriate disclaimer and determine if we could use the UNR copyright. In addition to the copyright and disclaimer, we have included the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License in our datasets. 



Methods
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• Publish Data
• Datasets published to ArcGIS Server
• Added to ArcGIS Online from REST 

services directory. 
• Create groups

• Created groups in ArcGIS online to feed 
open data pages.  
• Groups identified as “open data groups”

• Each dataset was assigned to a group
• Currently we have 7 groups with a total of 

92 datasets. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once data organization was completed, we published the datasets from ArcDesktop to our ArcGIS Server, which is hosted by our university IT department. We then added the services to ArcGIS Online from our REST services directory. Different groups were created in ArcGIS online to feed into the open data pages. These groups were identified as “open data groups”. Each dataset was assigned to an open data group depending on the data categorization. Currently we have 7 groups with a total of 92 datasets. This has increased from 6 groups and 50 datasets. 



Building the Open Data site
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• Create pages for data categories
• Geohazards, exploration resources, 

mineral resources, geothermal, geology, 
and oil, gas, and renewable energy

• More pages will be developed as we 
acquire more data. 
• Ex Remote Sensing, Geochemical, and 

Geophysical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to developing an Open Data home page, we configured pages for several of our data categories, which you saw briefly in the demonstration. This enables us to include and group our web applications, publications, and other documents into their respective categories. Current categories include geohazards, exploration resources, mineral resources, geothermal, geology, and oil, gas, and renewable energy.More pages will be added as we expand our site and acquire more data. We are currently in the process of cleaning up geochemical and geophysical datasets, and hope to include remote sensing in the future. 



Building the Open Data site
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• ESRI Open Data CMS

• Easy to use content management 
system

• Uses HTML and CSS

• Best results were obtained by using 
HTML to create “custom” pages 
within the CMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ESRI Open Data content management system is an easy to use content management system that uses a combination of HTML and CSS to enable users to build their open data sites. There are also many pre-configured options that allow users to build an open data site without any special programming skills. However, we found that the best results were obtained by using HTML code to create “custom” pages within the content management system. Custom images were made for many of the icons used in the open data pages. This, in combination with a basic understanding of HTML allowed us to achieve a more custom look. 



Results
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• More robust and organized 
location for searching NBMG
geospatial data
• Better public interface
• Makes NBMG more relevant as a

state survey
• Easy for us to maintain and update
• Free datasets are easier to find and download
• Web applications are more organized and 

easier to locate.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The result was a more robust and organized location for searching NBMG geospatial data.This included a better public interface that is easily updated and maintained. It also helps make NBMG more relevant as a state geological survey.Our free datasets are now easier to find, filter, and download, and our web applications, which had previously been located on a content heavy maps and data page, hidden among other documents and links, are now presented in an organized format.     



Future Goals

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit
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• NBMG has historically acted as a 
clearinghouse for GIS data in 
Nevada 
• There is a need to continue to 

provide this service
• Connect users to other open data 

sites

• Continue to expand the Open Data 
site

Make more geospatial 
data available! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about some of our future goals. Since NBMG has historically acted as a clearinghouse for GIS data in Nevada, there is a need to continue to provide this service since Nevada does not have a dedicated geographic information office. We have also been using our open data platform as a means to connect users to other open data provided by the state.We also plan to expand the Open Data site – NBMG has a lot of data. Many datasets need to be cleaned up and organized. This will be a multi year process given the amount of data we have in our archives.We will continue to organize and clean up these datasets and make them available through open data as time and funding allows. 



Thank  You!
Rachel Micander

rmicander@unr.edu

http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/
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